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Abstract
We present a method for evaluating the suitability of different string dissimilarity measures and
clustering algorithms for EST clustering, one of the main techniques used in transcriptome projects.
Our method consists of first generating simulated ESTs according to user-specified parameters, and
then evaluating the quality of clusterings produced when different dissimilarity measures and different clustering algorithms are used. We have implemented two tools for this purpose: (i) ESTSim
(EST Simulator), which generates simulated EST sequences from mRNAs/cDNAs according to userspecified parameters, and (ii) ECLEST (Evaluator for CLusterings of ESTs), which computes and
evaluates a clustering of a set of input ESTs, where the dissimilarity measure, the clustering algorithm, and the clustering validity index can be specified independently.
We demonstrate the method on a sample set of 699 cDNAs taken from a public mammalian gene
collection: We generated approximately 16,000 simulated ESTs from this set according to parameters that follow the guidelines laid down by NCBI, and compared the clusterings produced using
five different dissimilarity measures, while fixing the clustering algorithm and clustering validity index. We then repeated the experiment with higher error parameters. We have been able to derive
statistically significant results from this study, where we were able to show, for example, that with
a single linkage clustering algorithm, some subword-based dissimilarity measures produce output
comparable to alignment-based ones, in a significant number of cases.
We argue that the method presented, and in particular, the use of simulated data, are well suited
for this type of study because they allow for quality evaluation w.r.t. a known ideal clustering. Our
method has important applications in the large number of studies on gene expression, alternative
splicing, and gene discovery currently under way, where there is a pressing need for fast but correct
clustering of increasingly large sets of ESTs.
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1 Introduction
ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags) are short (usually between 300 and 500 bp) DNA sequences derived
from mRNA transcripts. ESTs have been widely used during the past two decades (e.g. in gene expression projects, for gene discovery, for discovery of products of alternative splicing, and even for estimating
the number of human genes). With mRNA sequencing still being a biochemically difficult and costly
process, ESTs, which can be produced cheaply and in a high-throughput manner, remain the primary
access to the cell’s transcriptome. ESTs are derived from mRNAs in a process that involves capturing
mRNAs present in the cell, reverse transcription, cloning, and high-throughput sequencing. In addition
to individual EST projects, many researchers make use of the large number of ESTs publicly available in
EST databases. In either case, one is faced with a large set (up to million or more in size) of short DNA
sequences (ESTs) that needs to be interpreted. This leads to the problem of EST Clustering, which has
the goal of producing a partition (clustering) of the original set such that each cluster corresponds to a
gene, i.e., two ESTs are members of the same cluster if and only if they have been derived from mRNAs
that are transcripts of the same gene. See [15] for more background on ESTs.
Several software packages exist that perform EST clustering; among the most widely used are UniGene [3], TIGR [31], and StackPack [7], which all make available a database of EST clusters. The
clustering packages usually consist of several steps that include contamination and repeat masking, clustering, and consensus computation. In this paper, we focus on the clustering step. For the clustering,
different algorithms are used, both with respect to the clustering algorithms, and to the criteria (similarity
or dissimilarity measures1 ) according to which sequences are clustered together. In the following, we
shall refer to the two sub-steps of the string dissimilarity measure and the clustering algorithm as defining
the clustering method. We will give exact definitions in Sections 2 and 3.
In spite of the variety of EST clustering methods, to the best of our knowledge, no rigorous technique
has been put forward for evaluating which one of the existing or newly suggested ones is best suited. Instead, in most studies, it is not the underlying clustering algorithms and sequence dissimilarity measures
that are being evaluated but the output: The clustering produced is evaluated either according to expert
knowledge, or according to how well it corresponds to the output of some software that has proved to be
good in the past. While we believe that the former is a valid and in fact, invaluable, method of evaluation,
it is in most cases not feasible. The latter, on the other hand, hinders innovation for intrinsic reasons.
Moreover, since ESTs are produced according to different processes, they can have different properties
(such as the distribution of errors of different types), and thus, different algorithms may be more or less
appropriate depending on the type of input data.
1 For

simplicity, we will often refer to both types as dissimilarity measures.
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1.1 Contributions
In the present paper, we propose a rigorous method for evaluating the suitability of string dissimilarity
measures and clustering algorithms for EST clustering, depending on the characteristics of the input
data. We distinguish between four different components: (1) the input data, (2) the string dissimilarity
measure, (3) the clustering algorithm, and (4) the clustering validity index, according to which the quality
of the output is judged.
As input data, we generate simulated ESTs from real cDNAs or full-length mRNAs according to
specifiable error parameters, using our dedicated tool ESTSim (EST Simulator). ESTSim generates
simulated ESTs from input cDNAs or mRNAs according to carefully chosen user-specifiable parameters,
and outputs EST-like sequences, identifying which input sequence they were derived from.
We then compute a partition of the set of simulated ESTs with our tool ECLEST (Evaluator for
CLusterings of ESTs). ECLEST computes clusterings of a set of input sequences, using specified string
dissimilarity measures and clustering algorithms, where both components can be chosen independently.
It then computes a score of the resulting partition by comparing it to the ideal partition, using a specified
validity index. Again, the validity index can be chosen independently of the other two components.
ECLEST has a modular architecture, which allows different string dissimilarity measures, clustering
algorithms, and clustering validity indices to be used.
We believe that using simulated data rather than real ESTs is better suited for this type of study, for
two reasons: First, for real ESTs, the ideal clustering is never known and can at best be approximated by,
for example, aligning ESTs to the genome, or by relying on annotation information, or both. Therefore,
any evaluation will be subject to possible errors made during the experimental phase. Second, simulated
data allow for careful tuning of parameters, such as average sequence length or single base error distribution, and thus for estimating the impact of an individual parameter on the methods used: This is, of
course, impossible with real data.
We demonstrate the fitness of our method by presenting the results of a test study we carried out
on 699 cDNA sequences from a mammalian gene collection. From these, we derived approximately
16,000 simulated ESTs and clustered them using five different string dissimilarity measures and a single
linkage clustering algorithm, computing the clustering quality scores using the Rand Index (for details,
see Section 6). We ran two sets of tests, where we varied the error types, in the first simulating error
types and levels as laid down in the guidelines of NCBI, and in the second, increasing these error levels.
We were able to draw statistically significant conclusions as to the quality of clusterings produced using
these different string dissimilarity measures.
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1.2 Related work
Most literature on EST clustering proposes a particular EST clustering algorithm, and validates the clustering computed by comparing it to similar tools, or by expert examination of the outcome. This is the
case, for example, for literature on well known clustering tools such as UniGene [3], TIGR [31], and
StackPack [7]. In 1999, Hartuv et al. [13] proposed an EST clustering algorithm that employs a string
dissimilarity measure and clustering algorithm which both differ from the ones commonly used. The
validation of the clusterings is made both with simulated and with real input data: For simulated data,
the result is compared to the known ideal clustering, while for real data, it is compared to a very carefully generated clustering, which is judged correct by the authors. The authors do not claim that their
algorithm produces the best clustering, but that it allows for a large speedup as a preprocessing step to
a more careful but more costly EST clustering method. Recently, two new EST clustering algorithms
using suffix tree-type data structures were suggested: In [24], Malde et al. use suffix arrays, and the
clusterings computed are compared to the output of other clustering tools. Kalyanaraman et al. [20],
on the other hand, validate their clusterings by comparing them to clusterings computed by aligning
the ESTs to the genome. Burke et al. [5] compare the results of d 2 -cluster, the clustering method used
by StackPack, to results produced by UniGene. It is shown that d 2 -cluster is more sensitive, and this
claim is supported by (i) examining the resulting clusters using biological expertise, and (ii) by deriving
upper bounds on the probability of incorrectly clustering sequences; in addition, a comparison with the
Smith-Waterman algorithm is performed, with the explicit assumption that it produces correct results. A
large-scale comparison of four EST assembly tools was conducted by Liang et al. in [22], using both
real and simulated ESTs; the study includes a comprehensive discussion of the exact behaviour of the
four programs and their sensitivity to different parameters. The focus there, however, is on the assembled
sequences (tentative consensi) rather than on the clusters produced.
Some approaches to protein clustering, e.g [4, 21], implicitly assume one clustering algorithm to be
better than others, and then use that as a benchmark. Several studies have been conducted on clustering
for gene expression. While Wicker et al. [36] concentrate on finding the optimal number of clusters,
Yeung et al. [37] develop an internal clustering validation index, which they use to evaluate the quality
of clusterings produced by three different clustering algorithms, both on real and on simulated data. This
validation index is a (simpler) variation of one of the four different indices of internal clustering validation used by Datta and Datta [8], who compare six clustering methods for microarray data. This study is
the closest to the present one in that it aims at comparing different clustering methods, without claiming
that one particular validation or clustering method is optimal. Instead, after having demonstrated that the
outcome varies significantly depending on the clustering method used, the paper “offers some guidelines
in the choice of a clustering technique to be used in connection with a particular microarray data set.”
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The review by Quackenbush et al. [32] discusses relevant issues in expression analysis with microarray
data, including an overview of different clustering algorithms and distance measures, with the focus on
the former; several of these are compared on a simulated data set.
One example of a large-scale comparison of two string (dis)similarity measures is work by Nash
et al. [27]. Here, the Smith-Waterman algorithm and BLAST are compared for pairwise alignment of
protein sequences, and it is shown that in some cases, BLAST finds matches that Smith-Waterman does
not. Even though the implicit assumption is made that the Smith-Waterman algorithm produces the
‘correct’ answer, no method is supplied for evaluating the quality of the results.
Our methodology is most similar to that used in phylogenetic studies, where a phylogenetic tree
is synthetically generated according to some evolutionary model, and then phylogenetic algorithms are
evaluated according to how well they can reconstruct the known tree from the leaf data, see e.g. [25]. We
are not aware of any study that attempts a rigorous comparison of EST clustering methods, separating
the effects of the string dissimilarity measure and the clustering algorithm.

2 Terminology
ESTs are produced in a laboratory process. The mRNAs present in the cell (the transcriptome) are
extracted, reverse transcribed, inserted into vectors, cloned, and then sequenced. The resulting ESTs
are thus approximate substrings of the original mRNAs (save the mRNA/cDNA substitution of T for
U). These mRNAs, having undergone the process of splicing, are related to the original genes in the
known way: They can be seen as the concatenation of certain substrings of the gene (the exons) such that
the exon order in the gene is preserved. The phenomenon of alternative splicing means that ESTs that
have been derived from two different mRNAs of the same gene do not need to have overlaps; instead,
they can have similar substrings which need not be at the ends, or even be contiguous. In addition,
due to the high-throughput manner in which ESTs are produced, ESTs are more error-prone than, for
instance, sequences for shotgun sequencing. We will discuss characteristics of ESTs in Section 4. Let
Σ



A  C  G  T  denote the set of bases2 . Let G


Σ  be the set of (not necessarily known) genes.

Definition 1 (EST Clustering) Given a finite set S of strings (ESTs) over Σ, find a partition
C  C1      Ck of S such that there exist strings (genes) g 1      gk G where, for all 1 i
k  s S :  s Ci  s has been derived from gi   We refer to the sets Ci as clusters.
Hereby, a partition of a set S is a collection of disjoint subsets whose union equals S. Note that Definition 1 does not require that the genes g i be specified. The right side of the equivalence is kept in informal
2 In

fact, ESTs are strings over the alphabet Σ  N  X  , where characters N and X are interpreted either as any of the four
characters from Σ or as strings over Σ  ; usually, the presence of an N is an artifact of the sequencing process, while X’s are
inserted during masking. For the sake of simplicity, we omit this from our definition.
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terms because the question of how to capture formally the (physical) process of an EST sequence having
been derived from a gene, is one of the topics of this paper.
We denote the set of non-negative integers by  . For a set X, let  X  denote its cardinality, and

X

 2

the set of its subsets with cardinality 2. For a partition C of S and s  S, denote by C  s  the unique cluster
C


C such that s  C. Let C and D be two partitions of the same set S. We call C a (proper) refinement

of D if  C !" D  , and for all s # t
For a string s
$

s1 '

' ' sn ,

S: if C  s %$ C  t  , then D  s &$ D  t  .


its length is denoted by  s !$ n. If s

over the same alphabet, then t is a substring of s, denoted t
that t
$

si '

 w .)/ s  ,

' ' si , m - 1 .

(

$

s1 '

' ' sn

and t

s, if there is 1
)

t1 '
$

i
)

' ' tm

are strings

n * m + 1 such

Substrings of a string are often referred to as (sub)words. For strings w# s with

let f reqs  w  : $021 i : w
$

si '

' ' si ,%3 w 3 - 1 4  ,

the number of times w occurs in s. Note that this

definition allows overlapping occurrences of w. Furthermore, let occ s  w 5$ 1 if w is a substring of s, and
0 otherwise.
In the absence of genes to be compared with, some notion of similarity or dissimilarity is used to
cluster individual sequences together. This requires a function, or dissimalirity measure of pairs of strings
D : Σ ,76 Σ ,78:9 . If D is symmetric, obeys the triangle inequality, is positive, and D  s # t ;$ 0 implies
s $ t, then it is called a metric; if D  s # t <$ 0 can hold for some s
=$

t, then it is a pseudo-metric. For string

dissimilarity measures, often neither is the case. Given a dissimilarity measure D and a positive integer
m (the window size), define D̂ : Σ ,76 Σ ,8>9 by D
?  s # t  : $ min 1 D  s @A# t @B : s @C( s # t @D( t #E s@FG$H t @IJ$ m 4
'

D
?  s # t  is the minimum dissimilarity of any pair of substrings (windows) of s and t.

3 Clustering Algorithms, Dissimilarity Measures, and Validity Indices
3.1 Clustering Algorithms
Data clustering is the task of grouping together a set of objects into subgroups according to some property
or properties. There are a large variety of clustering algorithms and a fair amount of terminological
inconsistency in the literature. See [18], whose terminology we follow, for an introduction.
For EST clustering, most often, hierarchical clustering algorithms are used. A sequence of increasingly fine partitions of the data is produced, starting from the whole set as one cluster, where each
partition is a refinement of the previous one. The process stops when a partition is found that is fine
enough according to some previously defined criterion. Most EST clustering algorithms are single linkage (nearest neighbour, transitive closure): Two objects x and y are clustered together if there is a finite
sequence x
$

x 1 # x2 #

' ' ' # xk - 1 # xk $

y such that for all 1
)

i
K

k, D  xi # xi ,

1 LK

θ, for some threshold θ.

If the threshold is set beforehand, single linkage can be viewed as a partitional clustering algorithm; in
its general form, it is a hierarchical clustering algorithm where, usually, different levels correspond to
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different values of θ. Other types of clustering algorithms, such as complete linkage or k-means, are not
commonly used for EST clustering.
Clustering can seeded or unseeded. In seeded clustering, the number of clusters is known beforehand,
and a member of each cluster (the seed) is supplied as part of the input: in EST clustering, this is typically
a full-length mRNA. In unseeded clustering, no additional information is used and, in particular, the
number of clusters is unknown.
Of the EST clustering methods mentioned in the Introduction, UniGene uses a hierarchical seeded
clustering algorithm, where mRNAs are used as seeds, and different hierarchies represent different types
of merging stages: e.g. edges that connect two ESTs are judged less reliable than those connecting an EST
to an mRNA. TIGR uses single linkage clustering and produces a tentative consensus for each cluster.
TGICL [29], a recent enhancement of TIGR, also uses single linkage, and so do both [20] and [24].
StackPack uses single linkage and different hierarchy levels, where the lowest (least confident) level is
”clone linking”: Two clusters are merged if they contain two end reads of the same clone. Hartuv et al.
use the HCS clustering algorithm: highly connected (i.e., particularly dense) subgraphs in a threshold
graph are output as clusters.
The prevalence of single linkage is due to the fact that EST clustering constitutes a type of local
alignment to an unknown reference sequence (the gene). Thus, the traditional drawback of single linkage,
namely that it creates ‘elongated clusters,’ is a desired effect in EST clustering.

3.2 String Dissimilarity Measures
Two different, but closely related, concepts are in common use in the literature on strings: That of
similarity and that of dissimilarity. Both are usually represented by a function D : Σ MON Σ MPRQ , but the
former type takes on higher values the closer (more similar) two strings are, while the latter decreases in
this case. For the sake of consistency, we refer to all measures as dissimilarity measures, and transform
the functions accordingly where necessary.
String dissimilarity measures employed in approximate string matching include those that are based
on alignment and those that are based on subword comparisons. Other approaches exist, such as information theoretic ones (as cited in the review [35]), but are not commonly used. In approximate string
matching of biological sequences, the most widely employed string dissimilarity measure is BLAST [2].
For an overview of approximate string matching, see [12, 28].
Alignment and edit distance.

The Levenshtein distance or unit cost edit distance of strings s S t is the

minimum length of a sequence of edit operations transforming s into t, where admissible edit operations
are substitutions, insertions, and deletions of characters. Enhanced cost functions include different cost
attached to different types of operations, and the cost of an operation depending on the characters in6

volved (e.g. substitution of a for c may have different cost from substitution of b for c). The Levenshtein
distance is a metric. An optimal sequence of such transformations can be visualised as an alignment of
the two strings, by placing them under each other character by character, possibly inserting free spaces
(gaps), such that there are no two gaps in one column. By assigning penalties for mismatches or gaps
in an alignment, we can compute an alignment score, a measure of similarity. More enhanced scoring
functions include affine or more general types of gap penalty functions: here, the score given to a character aligned with a gap may depend on the number of consecutive gaps before. The alignment score
of two strings is the score of an optimal alignment. To find high-similarity substrings in two strings, a
local alignment is sought. The definition differs in that the alignment need not continue to the ends of the
strings. Another variant is end-space free global alignment, where gaps at the ends of either string have
zero cost. Since we discuss measures of dissimilarity, we will use alignment scoring functions which
assign positive values to mismatches and gaps, and negative values to matches, and will refer to such
functions as penalty functions.
Computing an optimal local alignment score can be done with the well-known dynamic programming algorithm of Smith-Waterman. To improve performance, heuristic algorithms like BLAST [2] and
FASTA [23] are used, which employ filtering techniques to isolate areas where matches are likely to
happen. Most biological clustering methods use BLAST as the underlying dissimilarity measure, among
them UniGene [3] and TIGR [31].
Word frequency counts.

Fix a subword size q

T7U

. For ‘small’ q, substrings of length q have been

referred to as q-words, q-mers, or q-grams. Any string s
word-frequency vector f req s
strings is Dq \

gram Z

s ] t [ : ^ ∑w _

TWUYX Σ X
Σq `

q

T

Σ V can be mapped to its q-gram vector, or

, whose w’th entry is just f req s Z w [ . The q-gram distance [34] of two

f reqs Z w [ba f reqt Z w [J`dc This is the L1 -distance, or Manhattan-distance, of

the vectors f reqs and f reqt . However, Dq \

gram

is only a pseudo-metric, since Dq \

gram Z

s ] t [&^ 0 for all s ] t

with identical word frequency vectors. Ideas derived from the q-gram distance have been implemented
for database search in the QUASAR project [6], and also for clustering ESTs.
Another dissimilarity measure using the word frequency vectors is referred to as d 2 , [33]: Dd 2 e q Z s ] t [ : ^
∑w _

Σq Z

f reqs Z w [fa

f reqt Z w [

[ 2c

This is the squared L2 -distance, or Euclidean distance, of the frequency

vectors, hence the name. Note that
g

Dd 2 e q is a pseudo-metric, but Dd 2 e q is not, because it does not obey

the triangle inequality. In the more general form, fix a lower and an upper bound l ] u on the word size,
and set Dd 2 Z s ] t [ : ^ ∑uq h l Dd 2 e q Z s ] t [Ec For EST-clustering, experimental evidence has shown that fixing q
is satisfactory, and commonly Dd 2 e 6 is used. However, it should be noted that this measure is, in theory,
not a good approximation of edit distance: There are, for instance, example sequences s ] t of length 100
such that Dd 2 e 6 Z s ] t [&^ 0 but the unit edit distance of s and t is 30. The StackPack EST clustering package
uses a variant of D̂d 2 e 6 with window size m ^ 100 (see Section 3.2).
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Fingerprints and subword occurrences.

Fingerprints have been employed in computational biology

for physical mapping of DNA (see [30, Chapter 3]), and, more recently, for EST clustering in [13].
Given a finite set P
i

Σ j of words, and a string s
k

Σ j , the fingerprint of s is the set P lOm t : t
n

so ,

or its representation as a Boolean vector in m 0 p 1 orq P q whose i’th entry is occ s s pi t for some enumeration
p1 p

u u u p

q

pn of P. Extending P to all Σq , we get the Boolean vector occ s km 0 p 1 obq Σ q with w’th entry occ s s w t ,

and again, any distance measure on Boolean vectors can be applied to define a dissimilarity measure on
strings, such as the Hamming distance: D q v

occurrence s

s p t t : w ∑w x

Σq y occs s

w tfz occt s w t

yu

Another simple dissimilarity measure using subword occurrences is a Boolean function we refer to as
common word, which assigns to two sequences distance 0 if they share a subword of fixed size K, and 1
otherwise, formally Dcword s s p t t : w 0 if there exists wp y w y
w

K, w
n

s p t, and 1 otherwise. Since typically,

K is ‘large’ (say, around 20), we use a different variable from q, which is usually thought of as ‘small’,
typically under 10. Note that this dissimilarity measure is symmetric, but does not obey the triangle
inequality, and can have value 0 for non-identical strings; thus, it is again not even a pseudo-metric. The
advantage of the common word function is that clustering can be implemented in linear time, at least
for reasonable size K. The clustering is in general too coarse, but provided K is chosen well, a better
clustering can be produced by refining it, and is thus a good first phase for a clustering algorithm. It is
used, e.g. in [20], for determining the order in which to compare the sequences (done with an alignmentbased measure); in [24], a measure is employed that combines several non-contiguous common words
into one dissimilarity score.
We define a further dissimilarity measure, Boolean q-grams, which is an extension of D cword , and
in some sense complementary to Dq v

occurrence :

It counts the number of common q-grams; however, as a

dissimilarity measure, we define it to be negative for each of these common q-grams: D B q-gram s s p t t : w
z

∑w x

Σq occs s

w t|{ occt s w t u So, DB q-gram is the negative scalar product of the Boolean vectors defined

above. Again, this dissimilarity measure is not a metric, and not even a pseudo-metric.
Sliding windows. In EST clustering, local regions of high similarity are sought. This is reflected by,
e.g. computing local alignments. For subword-based measures instead, a ’sliding window’ of a fixed
size m is used. Pairs of subsequences of size m are compared; if all such pairs are compared, this yields
D̂m s s p t t . Note that even if D is a metric, D̂ in general is not, since the triangle inequality no longer holds.
To increase time efficiency, sometimes not all pairs of windows are compared. For instance, the
StackPack EST clustering tool uses a variant of D d 2 } 6 , where all windows in one sequence are compared
with every k’th window in the other sequence: D d 2 asym s s p t t : w min m Dd 2 } 6 s s~p t  i 
0p

u u u p y t y 

k !op where k is the skip size, and t  i  : w ti  k

u u u tmin i  k m } t 
j 1
q q
 j

t

: y s~

y w

ms~fn s p i
w

is the substring of t starting at

position i { k  1. Note that this measure is not symmetric, which is why we refer to it as asymmetric d 2 .
In contrast, we will refer to Dd 2 sym : w D̂d 2 , which compares all pairs of windows, as symmetric d 2 .
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3.3 Clustering Quality Evaluation
The quality evaluation of a clustering algorithm is referred to in the literature as cluster validity analysis,
clustering evaluation, or goodness of fit. A large number of different methods are in use. They can be
grouped into methods of internal and external assessment [18]: Internal assessment methods validate
some criterion of internal consistency, while external methods compare the resulting clusters to an ideal
solution. We only consider methods of external assessment. A score of the goodness of fit of the two
clusterings is computed, which is referred to as a validity index. For comparing partitions, commonly
used validity indices include the Rand Index, the Jaccard Index, and the Minkowski Index. For an
overview of cluster validity indices, see [9, 17]. Less formal validation techniques include counting the
number of exactly matching clusters or comparing the number of singleton clusters (as in [24] and [5]
resp.). Two measures commonly employed in the biological literature are sensitivity and specificity.
Let S be the ground set of size  S b
and D



D1 

   

n, the two partitions under consideration C



C1 

   

Ck 

D  . All indices mentioned above are functions of the number of unordered pairs of

elements that were “treated alike” and “treated differently” by the two clusterings. Set
<

s  t  S2  : C  s  C  t and D  s  D  t ¢¡  
 f



S

£







¥

¢¡
s
t
:
C
s
C
t
and
D
s
D
t

 


2

a1 
d1 









Further, we set a


a1 © a2 and d


f

a2 
d2 

 <




s  t £¤ S2  : C  s ¦¥ C  t and D  s ¥ D  t ¢¡  


s  t  S2  : C  s ¦¥ C  t and D  s  D  t ¢¡ 




¨§

d1 © d2 . Observe that a is the number of agreements and d the

number of disagreements between the two clusterings. In the biological literature, it is customary to
speak of ‘true/false positives/negatives.’ If we view C as the correct clustering, then a 1 is the number of
true positives, a2 the number of true negatives, d1 the number of false negatives, and d 2 the number of
false positives. We give the definitions of the above validity indices in the table below (transforming the
definition of the Minkowski Index into one employing the values introduced above).
Rand Index
Jaccard Index

ª an

2«

Minkowski Index

a1
a1 ® d

2d

¬ 2 a d
1®
1 ¯°® n ±

1
2

Sensitivity

a1
a1 ® d1

Specificity

a1
a1 ® d2

The Rand Index can also be corrected for chance by the expected difference to a randomly chosen
clustering with the given number of clusters, see [16]. We have decided to use the uncorrected Rand
Index because it is not realistic to assume that the number of clusters is known; on the other hand,
correction using the expected score of a random clustering would be minimal, and might not be worth
the additional computational effort.
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4 ESTSim: Creating Benchmarks of Simulated EST Sets
4.1 Using simulated data for benchmarking
We propose the use of synthetic data for evaluation. Alternative approaches are:
1. The output of a clustering algorithm is examined by experts, who carefully analyse and possibly
modify it based on their expert knowledge, before giving it their imprimatur. These sort of data
sets are ideal to use for benchmarking, but are rare and very difficult to obtain.
2. Comparison to existing algorithms/software packages. Although there are very pragmatic reasons
for adopting this approach, we argue that it inherently skews the results unless there is compelling
biological evidence that justifies the result. An additional factor that should be borne in mind is
that, considering ESTs are relatively error-prone and can differ significantly, depending on the
biochemical production process, there is no guarantee that one measure and clustering algorithm
will be superior in all circumstances.
We believe that artificial but realistic data sets should be used as complementary benchmarks to the
first approach, and have designed a tool, ESTSim (EST Simulator) to produce these benchmarks. The
objective of ESTSim is to produce large sets of artificial but realistic data for testing the effectiveness
of different distance measures and clustering algorithms used in clustering DNA (or related sequences).
The use of artificial test data enables us to produce data with a range of different error models. Thus, the
effect of different error models on the effectiveness of the use of certain EST clustering methods can be
tested precisely, which would be impossible using real data.
When using simulated data, the question of validation arises: to draw valid conclusions about real
life data, it is vital that the outcome of the simulation be realistic. Two possibilities exist for proving
that the data produced are realistic. First, comparing it with real data, and second, showing that the
model used in generating it is close to reality. While we feel that the former approach is stronger, it
involves certain difficulties: Certain characteristics of the real data are not known, e.g. the genes that the
ESTs have been derived from. Furthermore, it is, of course, possible to compare statistics of observable
characteristics of the data, such as nucleotide frequency, length etc. However, great care must be taken
not to use characteristics that have been considered when generating the data, and instead, to choose
characteristics that are independent random variables of those that have been used in the model. One
possible candidate for artificial ESTs is pairwise overlap length, whose statistical distribution we are in
the process of validating. However, we feel that much is known about the properties of ESTs, including
error types and distributions, and that our tool has been very carefully designed to accommodate these. 3
3 Our

arguments for using artificial data are very similar to those used in [26]: There, a system for generating simulated
shotgun sequences was introduced, which was used for training and testing sequence assembly algorithms.
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4.2 Details of the EST Simulator
ESTSim creates artificial ESTs from a set of given cDNA sequences using criteria specified by the user.
The artificial creation of ESTs in this way will lead to the creation of an EST set whose exact final
clustering is known, because each artificial EST carries an identifier of the sequence it was derived
from. So, when testing an EST clustering method, the output can be evaluated by comparing it to the
known ideal clustering. The approach of ESTSim is similar to that of GenFrag [10], though ESTSim
is specifically tailored to EST data and supports more sophisticated error models. Here, we give a brief
overview; full details can be found in [14].
EST sequences are submitted in bulk and are single, unverified runs, quality is on average low. We
simulate the production of ESTs from cDNAs or any genomic-like data with a variety of models that
simulate what happens during the production process. We do not aim to produce one model for ESTs
since the biological processes used by different labs at different times manifest different types of errors
and error rates. Rather, our tool can generate different types of data with user-specified error models.
1. Given an input sequence (e.g. mRNA or cDNA), it is split into fragments. Splitting can either be
done at random, with user-specified parameters, or at user-defined ‘restriction’ sites.
2. Each fragment is then copied a user-specified number of times.
3. Alternatively, the user can specify in the splitting step (step 1) how many times on average each
base should appear in a fragment.
4. Each fragment thus obtained is then mutated with user-specified fault models.
Errors modelled.

Real ESTs have various sources of errors, including: contaminants (vector, rRNA,

mitRNA, possibly other species, genomic sequence); repeat sequences (simple repeats, complex repeats);
base pair errors; frameshift errors; chimeras resulting from artificial ligation of unrelated ESTs; and
stutters.
ESTSim has been built on an understanding of the types of errors that are produced in the laboratory.
The methodology used was to try to understand the biological processes, and with the aid of a biologist
draw the types of error curves. We then found convenient mathematical functions that simulated these
curves and that could be easily implemented. Since contaminant and repeat masking are typically done
during EST clustering in a preprocessing step, we do not model these. The errors modelled are:
²

Single base errors: First, single bases may be read incorrectly due to random noise. Second,
polymerase decay may cause an increase in the rate of errors as the EST is read (there is gentle
decay for the bulk of the EST followed by a very rapid decay at the end). Finally, interference
from the primer makes the beginning parts of reads particularly unstable. If an error does happen,
there are four possible events. A base can be arbitrarily changed, deleted or inserted, or an N can
be inserted. The probabilities of these events are parameterisable.
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³

Stuttering: Stuttering is caused by a problem in the sequencing process: the sequencer slips and
a portion of the EST is re-read. Stuttering can occur anywhere, but is most likely to occur after
repeated Gs or Ts. We only model stuttering after repeated Ts and Gs since other stuttering events
are very rare.
³

Ligation: Ligation occurs when two ESTs bond together, giving the appearance of a new EST.
The two ESTs that join together need not come from adjacent parts of an mRNA; indeed, they
could come from different mRNAs. In the occurrence of the errors, ligation happens first, since
the physical faults being modelled here occur in the real ESTs – the other errors discussed are
artifacts of the sequencing process.
For an example of the probability distribution of different single base errors, see Figure 1. ESTSim

has been built in a modular way so that it is relatively easy to build in new fault models. However, there
are 10 parameters for the fault models at the moment, and in addition, the user can choose between three
parametrised methods for splitting the input sequences; and we believe that this design space gives the
user the ability to build realistic data sets. Full details can be found in [14]. The approach of ESTSim is
similar to that of GenFrag [10], though it is tailored to EST data and supports more sophisticated error
models.

5 ECLEST: A Tool for Evaluating EST Clusterings
The ECLEST tool (Evaluator for CLusterings of ESTs) takes as input a set of DNA-strings in FASTAformat and a text-file specifying the ideal clustering, and computes and evaluates a clustering: (1) using
a specified similarity measure; (2) using a specified clustering algorithm; and (3) using a specified clustering validity index.
The interfaces are designed in such a way that ECLEST can be easily extended by new algorithms of
any of the three categories. In the current version, five dissimilarity measures have been implemented,
which are listed in Table 1, one clustering algorithm and one evaluation method.
Currently, only the single linkage clustering algorithm has been implemented. We compute a partition with the following property: Given threshold θ, C ´ s µ·¶ C ´ t µ7¸¹
that for all 1
¾

i
¿

k, d ´ si » si À

1 µÁ¿

º

s ¶ s 1 » s2 »

¼ ¼ ¼ » sk ½ 1 » sk ¶

t such

θ. The algorithm can be implemented efficiently with a union-find

data structure, starting with a singleton cluster for each element. For small test sets, however, it can be
more efficient to implement the clusters as linked lists. For the clustering validation, we implemented
the Rand Index.
The ECLEST manual, as well as the Java code, can be found at
ÒrÆCÓfÔÕ<Ö×ÌDÕ<ÖÏØCÓÙDÚÛfÅbÐ!Ì5ÖÊÉLÃFÜDÉ!Ý5Ð

Â.ÂCÂÄÃ ÅÆ!Ç5ÈÊÉDÆËÅ;ÃFÌ.Í5ÈbÎ.Ç5ÈÏÆrÐbÆ.ÑrÆCÐbÒÁÃ

, including instructions on how to extend the application. For further

details, including full implementation details, see [38].
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dissim. measure

parameters

definition

implementation

end-space free
alignment

penalty
function f
(end-space free)

Dla Þ s ß t àfá
min â f Þ A à : A global alignment of s ß t ã

dynamic progr.
(Smith-Waterman)

common word

word size K

Dcword Þ s ß t àfáåä

0
1

if æ wßèç w ç¢á K ß w é s ß t
otherwise

truncated suffix tree
(modification of
Ukkonen’s algo. [19])

symmetric d 2

bounds u ß l
window size m

Dd 2 sym á D̂d 2 , where
Dd 2 Þ s ß t àfá ∑uê w ê ë l Þ f reqs Þ w à.ì f reqt Þ w àíà

asymmetric d 2

bounds u ß l
window size m
skip size k

Dd 2 asym Þ s ß t à<á min â Dd 2 Þ sîïß t ð iñ à : ç sîç¢á m ß
sîÏé s ß i á 0 ßíò¨òíòóß¢ô¨ç t ç õ köã , using Dd 2
ê ê
as above and t ð i ñ á ti ÷ k ø 1 òíò¨ò tmin i ÷ k ø m ù t ñ

modification of
symmetric d 2

word size q
window size m

D̂B q-gram , where
ê êë
DB q-gram Þ s ß t àfáúì ∑ w

modification of
symmetric d 2

Boolean q-grams

2

incremental computation
with dynamic lists

ð

q occs Þ

w à.û occt Þ w à

Table 1: Dissimilarity measures currently implemented in ECLEST. All parameters are specified in a
configuration file.

6 Suitability Evaluation for Single Linkage Clustering
6.1 Details of the experiments
Data used.

For the experiments reported here, we used ESTSim to generate simulated ESTs from a

collection of human cDNAs from a mammalian gene collection at üDý.ýbþ
ÿ





ü



. Non-

human cDNAs were removed by using BLAST and common contaminant information. Since in these
first experiments, we did not want to include the effects of alternative splicing, we normalised the input
data in such a way as to have one cDNA sequence per gene, by performing complete pair-wise comparison with BLAST: If the similarity was greater than e-85, one of these two sequences was removed,
because we judged the probability that they were from the same gene to be high. This yielded a set of
699 cDNAs, which we split up into sets of 4 to 10 sequences each, such that the overall length (number
of nucleotides) in each set was roughly the same. We refer to each of these sets as a test set; we had 134
test sets. 10 of these we used for preliminary testing, including determining the number of test sets we
needed: These preliminary tests revealed that for statistically significant statements, we needed 120 test
sets, hence the choice of the number of test sets.
We ran two experiments on these test sets, varying the parameters used by ESTSim to generate the
simulated ESTs. Each experiment consisted of running ECLEST, for each test set, on the ESTs generated
by ESTSim from this test set, with the five dissimilarity measures detailed below, and computing the
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validity index for each of the five clusterings produced. We ran 10 preliminary tests for estimating the
distribution of the dissimilarity measures and for setting up our hypotheses, and used the remaining 124
test sets (123 for the second experiment) to test these hypotheses. Each test set included between 200
and 300 ESTs as input to ECLEST.
The first experiment simulated high quality ESTs that meet the standards laid down by NCBI. The
probability graph of a single base error, taking into account random noise, polymerase decay and primer
interference is shown in Figure 1. A very modest amount of stuttering was permitted: The parameter
was chosen such that stuttering would happen on average with probability 0.005 on a sequence of 10 Gs.
In the second experiment, we increased most of the parameters of ESTSim in such a way as to produce
ESTs that have twice as high error probabilities for most error types. In both experiments, ESTs of length
between 300 and 500 bp were produced, where every base of the original cDNAs appears on average in
5 ESTs; no reverse reads were produced. No ligation was used in our initial tests, since, with single
linkage clustering, when ligation occurs it may be impossible to cluster correctly because ligated ESTs
can cause two separate clusters to be merged.
A more formal discussion of the parameters settings of ESTSim is out of place here. For the record,
the following settings were used:
manner of EST generation
Experiment 1
Experiment 2

 " !#$&%#'(*),+,+*-,+,+.-*+
 " !#$&%#'(*),+,+*-,+,+.-*+

α
0 / 005
0 / 01

β
30
50

γ
0 / 04
0 / 06

ζ
1
2

ξ
2
3

η
20
0

θ
0
0

κ λ µ
10 each
10 each

ν
0
0

Table 2: Parameters for ESTSim in the two experiments. See [14] for details.

0.1

Random
Polymer decay
Primer

Probability of error

0.08

0.06

Figure 1: Error probability functions
for different single base errors. For
clarity, the y-axis is cropped at y 0 0 / 1.

0.04

0.02

0

0

50

100
150
200
Base position (assuming sequence 300 long)

Dissimilarity measures compared.

250

300

We compared the five dissimilarity measures detailed in Section 5;

the parameters are shown in Table 3. We chose these dissimilarity measures for the following reasons.
BLAST is frequently used as dissimilarity measure in EST clustering, thus in our alignment measure,
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we used a penalty function which closely simulates the parameters used by BLAST. In these first experiments, we refrained from using BLAST itself, because we were aiming at a clean comparison which
did not include the many heuristics used in a full BLAST implementation. Asymmetric d 2 is used by
StackPack: We set all parameters accordingly, except for the threshold, which we optimised ourselves.
We chose symmetric d 2 as a comparison to asymmetric d 2 , in order to see whether the efficiency gained
by comparing only every 50’th window of one of the two sequences can be justified: If the quality of
the clusterings decreases dramatically, it cannot. Common word seems a good dissimilarity measure as
a preprocessing step because of the possibility of very efficient implementations; however, it may itself
already produce good quality clusterings. Finally, we chose Boolean q-grams because they, too, are used
in EST clustering. The thresholds were set heuristically by running a few test runs on different size sets
and finding the thresholds that maximize the validity score. The parameters are shown in Table 3.
measure
alignment
d2

symmetric
asymmetric d 2
common word
Boolean q-grams

parameters
penalty function f 1 match 24365 1, f 1 mismatch 24387 3,
f 1 gap opening 24387 5, f 1 gap extension 24387 2, f 1 end space gap 243 0
fixed word size 6 (u 3 l 3 6), window size m 3 100
fixed word size 6 (u 3 l 3 6), window size m 3 100, skip size k 3 50
word size K 3 19
word size q 3 6, window size m 3 100

threshold

5 20

50
50
1
5 13

Table 3: Dissimilarity measures used in our experiments with parameters and thresholds.

6.2 Results
We ran 10 preliminary test sets to estimate the distributions of the clustering scores computed with the
different dissimilarity measures, and to set up our hypotheses. We then ran 124 test sets to test our
hypotheses. From the preliminary test sets it could be seen that the convenient assumption of normal
distribution was untenable, thus we were restricted in the kind of statistical tests we could use. In all
cases, we used either the Friedman ranking test or the binomial test. The Friedman test utilises only
a ranking of the scores rather than their values. Another limitation is that the Friedman test has been
designed for continuous distributions, which assumption slightly skews the results when several identical
scores (ties) appear in one test. We therefore ran the test also by only using those test sets where the
results were different for all dissimilarity measures in question; however, this reduced dramatically the
number of test sets that could be evaluated.
Because of the missing normal distribution assumption, we were unable to make quantitative statements about how much better one dissimilarity measure performs than another. Only for the difference
between two dissimilarity measures can a normal distribution be assumed (namely, symmetric d 2 and
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asymmetric d 2 ), where we will thus be able to make a quantitative statement, as well; however, this will
be reported in a later paper. All our statements (acceptance or rejection of hypotheses) have been made
with a 95% confidence. We used the statistics program R, version 1.6.1 [11], to evaluate our data. The
first two results are:
1. In both experiments, the clustering scores of the individual dissimilarity measures do not follow a
normal distribution.
2. In both experiments, the clustering scores of the five dissimilarity measures do not have the same
distribution.
The second statement could be shown both with data that included ties, and with the much smaller
data set without ties. Next we compared those dissimilarity measures where it seemed reasonable to
assume that either they differed significantly or that they were similar. Since the distribution of the common word measure was very different from the others, we excluded it from these individual comparisons.
Finally, we tested whether certain dissimilarity measures can be used as preprocessing for others in order to achieve a good result. For technical reasons, this type of hypothesis was only tested in the first
experiment, where ESTs of NCBI-quality were produced. The results are summarised in Table 4.
Hypothesis

symmetric d 2 performs as well as alignment
asymmetric d 2 performs as well as symmetric d 2
symmetric d 2 performs better than Boolean q-grams
asymmetric d 2 performs better than Boolean q-grams
common word followed by symmetric d 2
performs as well as symmetric d 2 alone
common word followed by alignment performs
better than symmetric d 2 alone

with probability
NCBI-param.s doubled NCBI-p.s
(Experiment 1) (Experiment 2)
9 0: 5
; 0 : 05
not: ; 0 : 05
; 0: 5
; 0 : 95
; 0 : 95
; 0 : 95
; 0 : 95

; 0 : 95

—

not: ; 0 : 5

—

Table 4: Statistical results (95% confidence). Hypotheses that could not be validated are marked by
”not”. A dash ’—’ denotes that the hypothesis was not tested.
In addition to the statistical hypothesis testing, we also report our quantitative results. Table 5 reports
the mean and standard deviation4 of the clustering scores in the two types of experiments. Tables 6 and 7
summarise how the dissimilarity measures compared to each other in the two experiments. We visualise
the results for Experiment 2 in Figures 2 and 3.

4 To be

exact, since the distributions are unknown, the values are (i) the average, and (ii) the average squared difference from
the average.
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alignment
symm. d 2
asymm. d 2
cword
Bool. q-grams

NCBI-parameters
(Experiment 1)
Mean
St.dev.
0.9861
0.0181
0.9768
0.0221
0.9718
0.0233
0.8674
0.2037
0.8262
0.0586

doubled NCBI-param.s
(Experiment 2)
Mean
St. dev.
0.9834
0.0199
0.9568
0.0306
0.9471
0.0334
0.8405
0.2284
0.8171
0.0548

Table 5: Rand Index of the clusterings compared with ideal clusterings, with two types of input parameters. Mean and standard deviation taken over 134 tests (for NCBI-like parameters), and 133 tests (for
doubled NCBI parameters).
1

1
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D2 Symmetric
D2 Asymmetric
Boolean q-grams
End space-free alignment

0.2

0
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80
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0
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Figure 2: Rand Index for the five different dissimilarity measures for the 133
test sets in Experiment 2.

Common Word
d2 Symmetric
d2 Asymmetric
Boolean q-grams
End space-free alignment

Figure 3: Mean and standard deviation
of the Rand Index for the five different
dissimilarity measures (Exp. 2).

7 Conclusion
This paper has made two contributions: First, we developed a rigorous methodology for comparing
string similarity measures and clustering algorithms for the purposes of EST clustering, and developed
two tools that implement this method. Second, we presented a preliminary study for the commonly used
single linkage clustering algorithm, using common dissimilarity measures and two sets of typical values
for EST error models.
Our evaluation methodology comprises: (1) Generating simulated EST data from cDNA or mRNA
sequences, using user-specified error parameters. This is implemented by the system ESTSim. (2) Independently choosing the string dissimilarity measure, the clustering algorithm, and a clustering validity
index to be employed, and computing a clustering of the data as well as a quality score. The system
ECLEST implements all three components; at present, five similarity measures, one clustering algorithm, and one validity index have been implemented. (3) A statistical test for evaluating the statistical
significance of the results.
The particular experiments we ran illustrated the value of the approach. They show that certain
17

alignment
alignment
symm. d 2
asymm. d 2
cword
Bool. q-grams

1.5/41/57.5 %
0.5/25.5/74 %
14/36.5/49.5 %
0/0/100 %

symm. d 2
77/55/2
0/70/30 %
36.5/15.5/48 %
0/0/100 %

assym. d 2
99/34/1
40/94/0
43.5/9/47.5 %
0/0/100 %

cword
66/49/19
64/21/49
64/12/58

Bool. q-grams
134/0/0
134/0/0
134/0/0
103/0/31

23/0/77 %

Table 6: Quantitative comparison of measures, for 134 tests with NCBI-like parameters. With absolute
numbers
for i < j (top half), percentages, rounded to .5%, for i = j (bottom half). Entry a > b > c in cell
?
i @ j A denotes that measure i produced a better clustering than measure j in a number (percent) of cases;
i and j tied in b cases; and j produced a better result in c cases.

alignment
alignment
symm. d 2
asymm. d 2
cword
Bool. q-grams

0.5/5.5/94 %
0.75/0.75/98.5 %
39/3/58 %
0/0/100 %

symm. d 2
125/7/1
0/23.5/76.5%
45/4/51 %
0/0/100 %

assym. d 2
131/1/1
102/31/0
49.5/1/49.5%
0/0/100 %

cword
77/52/4
68/5/60
66/1/66

Bool. q-grams
133/0/0
133/0/0
133/0/0
93/0/40

30/0/70%

Table 7: Quantitative comparison, for 133 tests with doubled NCBI-parameters. Entries as in Table 6.

dissimilarity measures yield better results than others, but also that some measures compute very similar
results. This gives algorithm designers greater choices in tradeoff considerations, when time and space
limitations are vital. Furthermore, it gives rigorous ways of justifying the choice of certain heuristics to
speed up the clustering process.
Extending the work.

We are currently evaluating other dissimilarity measures such as BLAST and

Chaos Game Representation [1]. And just as the choice of the measure will affect clustering, so does
the choice of parameters of the particular dissimilarity measures chosen. We may find that the choice of
parameters is much more important than the choice of measure or clustering algorithm. This will have
important implications both for biological correctness and algorithm design.
Additional experiments to test different error models to see how the relative performance changes,
particularly in very error-prone situations, would be useful. We would further like to explore whether
other statistical techniques can be used to give better quantitative comparisons. Finally, we would like to
make our tools publicly available, and add a graphical user interface for easier use.
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